Abstract. In this paper, we prove the existence and stability of subsonic flows for steady full Euler-Poisson system in a two dimensional nozzle of finite length when imposing the electric potential difference on non-insulated boundary from a fixed point at the entrance, and prescribing the pressure at the exit of the nozzle. 
Introduction
The following Euler-Poisson system
(ρu) t + div(ρu ⊗ u + pI) = ρ∇Φ, (ρE) t + div(ρEu + pu) = ρu · ∇Φ,
(1.1) models several physical flows including the propagation of electrons in submicron semiconductor devices and plasmas (cf. [26] )(hydrodynamic model), and the biological transport of ions for channel proteins (cf. [5] ). In the hydrodynamical model of semiconductor devices or plasmas, u, ρ, p, and E represent the macroscopic particle velocity, electron density, pressure, and the total energy, respectively. The electric potential Φ is generated by the Coulomb force of particles. I is the identity matrix and b(x) > 0 stands for the density of fixed, positively charged background ions. The biological model describes the transport of ions between the extracellular side and the cytoplasmic side of the membranes( [5] ). In this case, ρ, ρu, and Φ are the ion concentration, the ions translational mass, and the electric potential, respectively. The equations (1.1) are closed with the aid of definition of total energy and the equation of state E = |u| 2 2 + e and p = p(ρ, e), (1.2) where e is the internal energy. In this paper, we consider ideal polytropic gas for which the pressure p is given by p(ρ, e) = (γ − 1)ρe (1.3) where γ > 1 is called the adiabatic constant. In terms of the entropy S, one also has The global weak solution and formation of singularity for classical solution for (1.1) in one dimensional case was studied in [7, 29] . Recently, there are a few studies for (1.1) under the small perturbations of constant states, see [14, 15, 18] and references therein.
Our goal is to understand general steady solutions for (1.1), in particular, the steady transonic solutions for (1.1), and their stability.
In R 2 , let u and v denote the horizontal and vertical components of velocity u. Then, the steady Euler-Poisson system is written as
(ρu 2 + p) x 1 + (ρuv) x 2 = ρΦ x 1 (ρuv) x 1 + (ρv 2 + p) x 2 = ρΦ x 2 (ρuB) x 1 + (ρvB) One of the main difficulties is that the equations (1.5) change type when the flow speed varies from subsonic (|u| < p ρ (ρ, S)) to supersonic (|u| > p ρ (ρ, S)). There have been a few studies on transonic solutions of the Euler-Poisson system(cf. [1, 11, 23, 24, 28] ).
A special transonic solution for one dimensional Euler-Poisson equations was investigated in [1] . General transonic solutions for one dimensional Euler-Poisson equations was established in [11] by vanishing viscosity method. However, the fine structure of the solutions obtained in [11] other than BV functions is not clear. A thorough study of one-dimensional transonic shock solutions to the Euler-Poisson equations with a constant background charge was given in [24] . One of interesting phenomenon in [24] is that there are multiple solutions for the one dimensional system under given boundary conditions.
So it is natural to ask whether these one dimensional transonic solutions are dynamically and structurally stable. The dynamical stability of transonic shock solutions for one dimensional Euler-Poisson system is achieved in [23] . Furthermore, it reveals that the effect of electric force in the Euler-Poisson system has the same physical effect as the geometry of divergent domain in the Euler system, see [24, 23] . This makes multidimensional structural stability problems for transonic shocks of the Euler-Poisson equations physically important and interesting. Recently, there are extensive studies and significant progress on transonic shock solutions of the Euler system, see [4, 6, 8, 20, 30] and references therein. However, the Poisson equation makes the fluid variables in the Euler-Poisson system coupled in a nonlocal and nonlinear way so that multidimensional stability problems for transonic flows of the Euler-Poisson system are essentially open. Therefore, the Euler-Poisson system is worthy of studying not only physically but also mathematically.
An effort in studying multidimensional transonic flows for the Euler-Poisson equations was made in [12] for a viscous approximation of transonic solutions in two dimensional case. However, the zero viscosity limit in [12] remains an open problem.
As the first step to investigate stability of multidimensional transonic flow of the Euler-
Poisson system under perturbations of exit pressure, we establish the unique existence and stability of subsonic flows of steady Euler-Poisson system under perturbations of the exit pressure and electric potential difference on non-insulated boundary.
When the current flux is sufficiently small, the existence of subsonic solutions was proved in [9, 10, 15, 25, 31, 33] . The existence of solutions with large data is also obtained in [9, 10] when the convection term has a sufficiently small parameter. To our knowledge, the first result about structural stability of subsonic solutions with large variations for the Euler-Poisson system under perturbations of exit pressure is given in [2] . When the flows is subsonic, the Euler-Poisson system for isentropic potential flow can be written as a second order quasi-linear elliptic system for the velocity potential ϕ and the electric potential Φ. In [2] , it is discovered that a linearized system of the elliptic system for (ϕ, Φ) has a nice structure which enables a priori H 1 estimate for weak solutions of the associated linear elliptic system, which is one of the key ingredients to establish unique existence and stability of subsonic potential flow in multidimensional nozzle under perturbations of exit pressure. Similar result is obtained in [3] for two dimensional Euler-Poisson system with gravitational potential using stream function formulation.
In this paper, we study the existence and stability of two dimensional subsonic flows for full Euler-Poisson system with non-zero vorticity and non-constant entropy. The study for the flows with non-constant entropy and non-zero vorticity is important because the transonic shock problem for isentropic model might be ill-posed as the case in gas dynamics [30] . Our goal is to prove unique existence and stability of subsonic solutions to (1.5) in two dimensional nozzle of finite length under perturbations of exit pressure and electric potential difference on non-insulated boundary from a fixed point at the entrance. The direct computation shows that it is hard to get the existence of solutions for the system for the stream function and the electric potential. To overcome this difficulty, we write
. There are two advantages of this decomposition.
The first is that (1.5) can be written as a second order quasi-linear system for (ϕ, ψ, Φ) and two homogeneous transport equations for the entropy and pseudo-Bernoulli's invariant.
The second is that the system for (ϕ, ψ, Φ) can be weakly decomposed into a second order elliptic system for (ϕ, Φ) and a Poisson equation for ψ, and the elliptic system for (ϕ, Φ)
has the nice structure so that a priori H 1 estimate of weak solutions is possible. Because the transport equations do not gain regularity, we use the stream function formulation to represent the solution in terms of the flow map which can be also used to prove the uniqueness of solutions.
As far as we know, this is the first work which treats Euler-Poisson system using both
Helmholtz decomposition and stream function approach together. This combination of two different methods requires subtle and careful analysis to solve (1.5) with nonlinear boundary condition.
There are a lot of other studies on the Euler-Poisson system with relaxations, see [22, 19, 17, 15] and the references therein.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The problem and main result are stated in Section 2. In Section 3, we reformulate (1.5) as a nonlinear problem by Helmholtz decomposition, and state unique solvability of the reformulated problem as Theorem 2.
Then we prove Theorem 1 by Theorem 2. In Section 4, unique solvability of the elliptic system for (ϕ, ψ, Φ) is proved. Finally, Theorem 2 is proved in Section 5 with the careful analysis for the flow map.
The Problem and Main Results
Let b 0 > 0 be a fixed constant. Consider a solution (ρ, u, v, p, Φ) of (1.5) with b = b 0 ,
where ′ denotes the derivative with respect to x 1 . It follows from the first two equations in (2.1) that one has
where the constants J 0 > 0 and S 0 > 0 are determined by initial data. Therefore, (2.1)
can be written as an ODE system for (ρ, E) as follows:
and E 0 , there exists positive constants L, ρ ♯ , ρ ♯ , and ν 0 such that the initial value problem (2.3) with
The detailed proof for Proposition 2.1 can be found in [24] , so we omit it.
From now on, suppose that J 0 > 0, S 0 > 0, b 0 > 0, ρ 0 > ρ c and E 0 are fixed constants.
Let L > 0 be as in Proposition 2.1. Set N := (0, L) × (0, 1) be a fixed flat nozzle in R 2 .
The nozzle boundary ∂N consists of
which are the entrance, the exit, and the insulated boundary of N , respectively. For the unique solution (ρ, E) of (2.4) obtained in Proposition 2.1, let u and p be defined by (2.2) and (1.4), respectively. From now on, denoteρ(x) = ρ(x 1 ),ū(x) = (u(x 1 ), 0),
Later on, we also denoteū(x 1 ) = u(x 1 ).
Define Φ 0 (x) and ϕ 0 (x) by
Remark 2.2. It follows from (2.6) that Φ 0 can also be regarded as the electric potential difference between the points in N and a given point at the entrance.
It is easy to see that (ρ, u, p, Φ) = (ρ,ū,p, Φ 0 ) satisfy (1.5) in N .
Definition 2.3. The solution (ρ,ū,p, Φ 0 ) of (1.5) that is obtained in Proposition 2.1 and satisfies (2.5) in N is called a subsonic background solution associated with the
Before we state our main problem and main result, weighted Hölder norms are introduced first. For a bounded connected open set Ω ⊂ R n , let Γ be a closed portion of ∂Ω.
For x, y ∈ Ω, set δ x := dist(x, Γ) and δ x,y := min(δ x , δ y ).
Given k ∈ R, α ∈ (0, 1) and m ∈ Z + , define the standard Hölder norms by
and the weighted Hölder norms by
where 
m,α,Ω . Our main concern is to solve the following problem.
with sufficiently small σ > 0 where B 0 = B(ρ(x),ū(x), S 0 ) and α ∈ (0, 1), find a solution (ρ, u, p, Φ) to (1.5) in N satisfying the boundary conditions
Remark 2.4. It is easy to see that the background solutions (ρ,ū,p, Φ 0 ) solves the Problem 1 with σ = 0. So Problem 1 can be regarded as the stability problem for the background solutions.
Remark 2.5. It follows from the similar analysis as that in [2] that the boundary conditions (2.7)-(2.10) in the one dimensional setting are equivalent to prescribe the density at both the entrance and the exit for the system (2.3).
Before we state our main result in this paper, let us introduce the following notation:
we say a constant C depending on the data if it depends on b 0 , S 0 , J 0 , ρ 0 , E 0 and L.
Our main result in this paper is as follows.
, and L. Assume that Φ bd satisfies the compatibility condition
(a) (Existence) There exists a σ 1 > 0 depending on the data and α so that if
where
then the boundary value problem (1.5) with (2.7)-(2.10) has a solution (ρ, u, p, Φ)
where the constant C depends only on the data and α.
(b) (Uniqueness) There exists a σ 2 > 0 depending on the data, α, and µ such that if
, 1) and µ ∈ (2, ∞) where
Remark 2.6. As same as that in [2] , we can also prove the stability of subsonic flows under small perturbations of the nozzle boundary.
Reformulation of the Problem

Reformulation for the Euler-Poisson equations and proof of Theorem 1.
Suppose that ρ > 0 and u > 0. It is easy to see that (ρ, u, p,
solve (1.5) if and only if they satisfy
where K is defined by
We call K pseudo-Bernoulli's invariant in the sense that K is a constant along each integral curve of u.
We apply the Helmholtz decomposition to rewrite the velocity field u as a summation of a gradient and a divergence free field. Given velocity field u = (u, v), denote curlu =
Then, it is easy to see that
Hence the velocity field u can be expressed as
One may say that the velocity field u has a decomposition of compressible irrotational part ∇ϕ and incompressible vortical part ∇ ⊥ ψ.
It follows from (1.6), (3.6), and (3.8) that the density ρ can be written as
where the function H(S, ζ) is defined by
(3.10)
The straightforward computations for (3.1) and (3.2) give
where T is the temperature defined by
The system (3.1)-(3.5) can be written as the following nonlinear system for (ϕ, ψ, Φ, S, K ):
14)
If u is given by (3.8) with ψ satisfying (3.7), then u satisfy (2.7) and (2.9) if ϕ satisfies
It follows from (1.4) and (3.9) that the boundary condition (2.10) can be expressed by(ϕ, ψ, Φ, S, K ) as follows:
Note that in Problem 1, the electric potential Φ atx has a freedom. Without loss of generality, we choose Φ(x) = 0. From now on, denote
2 satisfy (3.12)-(3.15) and the boundary conditions (3.16), (3.17) , and 
Assume that Φ bd satisfies the compatibility condition (2.11).
(a) (Existence) There exists a σ 3 > 0 depending on data and α so that if
then the boundary value problem (3.12)-(3.15)
, 1) and µ ∈ (2, ∞). Then there exists a σ 4 > 0 depending on data, α, and µ so that if
then the solution U in (a) is unique.
In the following we show that Theorem 1 is a consequence of Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 1. Given (b, S en , B en , Φ bd , p ex ) satisfying (3.21), let U be a solution to the boundary value problem (3.12)-(3.15) with (3.16)- (3.20) . Let u, ρ, and p be given by (3.8), (3.9), and (1.4), respectively. Then (3.22) yields
for a constant C depending on the data. Choose a constant σ 1 ∈ (0, σ 3 ] so that if
Furthermore, (ρ, u, p, Φ) satisfy (2.14) and solve the boundary value problem (1.5) with (2.7)-(2.10). This proves (a) of Theorem 1.
Next, we prove (b) of Theorem 1. Suppose that (b, S en , B en , Φ bd , p ex ) satisfies (3.23).
be two solutions to (1.5) with (2.7)-(2.10). Since
with boundary conditions
has a unique weak solution ψ (j) ∈ H 1 (N ). Adjusting the proof of [16, Theorem 3.8] gives
Since N is a rectangle in R 2 , one has
by the method of reflection and uniqueness of weak solution to (3.25)-(3.26). Finally, the Schauder estimate with scaling yields
Here, the estimate constants C k for k = 1, 2, 3 depend only on L and α. For more details, one can refer to [2, 3, 13, 16] and references therein.
For each j = 1, 2, define a function ϕ (j) by
It follows from (2.8), (3.26) , and (3.27) that
in N for j = 1 and 2.
Choose σ 2 ∈ (0, σ 1 ] small so that (2.14) implies ρ (j) > 0 and u 2) ). This finishes the proof for (b) of Theorem 1.
The rest of the paper is devoted to prove Theorem 2.
3.2. Framework for proof of Theorem 2. In order to prove Theorem 2, we use the method of iteration. For that purpose, we linearize (3.12)-(3.13) and the boundary condition (3.17).
, and
It follows from (3.10) that A(ς, η, z, q, s) and B(ς, η, z, q, s) are infinitely differentiable with respect to ς, η, z, q and
In terms of A and B, (3.12) and (3.13) can be written as
where (Φ 0 , ϕ 0 ) is given by (2.6). From now on, we introduce the following notations U := (Ψ, φ, ψ) and W := (S, K ). Denote W 0 := (S 0 , K 0 ) and W en := (S en , K en ). We may denote ∂ x i by ∂ i . It is easy to see that there exists a δ 0 ∈ (0, 1) such that if
then A and B are smooth with respect to their variables (ς, η, z, q, s) and the system (3.29) and (3.30) is a uniformly elliptic system.
be a solution of (3.12)-(3.15) and (3.16)- (3.20) . Then (Ψ, φ) satisfy the equations
where L 1 , L 2 , F = (F 1 , F 2 ) and f 1 are defined as follows:
and
for i = 1, 2, and
Note that U 0 satisfies
Subtracting this from (3.17) yields
(3.37)
Since W 0 is a constant vector, one has ∂ 2 W = ∂ 2 (W − W 0 ) so that (3.14) can be rewritten as
with f 2 defined by
We have shown that the boundary value problem (3.12)-(3.15) with boundary condition To prove unique solvability of this nonlinear boundary value problem, we take the following steps:
Step 1. For a fixed constant α ∈ (0, 1), define
where σ = ω 1 (b) + ω 2 (S en , B en ) + ω 3 (Φ bd , p ex ) and the constant M > 0 is to be determined later such that Mσ ≤ δ 0 /2. Fix W * = (S * , K * ) ∈ P(M), and solve a nonlinear problem
with boundary conditions (3.19), (3.20), (3.40), (3.41), and 
The proof of Proposition 3.1 is given in Section 4.
Step 
The following lemma guarantees that there exists a solutions W of the problem
Suppose that a vector field V = (V 1 , V 2 ) satisfies (3.49) and the estimate
for a constant K 0 > 0. In addition, assume that there exists a constant ν * > 0 satisfying
where the constant C * depends only on L, ν * , K 0 and α.
Proof. Set 
Then (3.58) implies that W given by
solves (3.50). Note that 
It follows from (3.55) thatŴ is a constant along each level curve x 2 = h(x 1 , λ) of w given by (3.54). For any given x = (x 1 , x 2 ), there exists unique λ ∈ [w(0, 0), w(0, 1)] such that x 2 = h(x 1 , λ). The level curve x 2 = h(x 1 , λ) crosses Γ 0 on whichŴ = 0. From W(x) =Ŵ(0, h(0, λ)) = 0, we conclude thatŴ = 0 in N , and this implies W (1) = W (2) in N because x is arbitrary in N . This proves the uniqueness of a solution to (3.50).
Step 3. Define an iteration mapping J :
where W is the solution of (3.50) associated with V defined in (3.48). And, choose positive constants M and σ so that the mapping J defined by (3.63) maps P(M) into itself. In Section 5, we also show that J is a continuous map in C 1,α/2 (N ) so that J has a fixed point in P(M). This will prove (a) of Theorem 2.
Step 4. Using the stream function formulation in Step 2 and the estimate for the difference between solutions for the problem (3.12)-(3.15) with (3.16)-(3.20) in a weaker space C 1,β (N ) (β < α) yields the uniqueness of the solutions for the associated problem.
The detail is also given in Section 5.
Proof of Proposition 3.1
In this section, we prove Proposition 3.1 by the iteration method. We first study a linear boundary value problem.
4.1. Boundary value problem for the linear system. Suppose that
We first consider the following linear system
To prove well-posedness of (4.1)-(4.3), we need to take a closer look at the linear operators L 1 and L 2 defined by (3.33). Let (ρ,ū,p, Φ 0 ) be the subsonic background solution associated with the parameters
for i, j = 1, 2, where A = (A 1 , A 2 ) and B are given by (3.28). Then we have the following lemma.
is strictly positive and diagonal in N , and there exits a constant ν 1 > 0 satisfying
where the constant ν 1 depends only on the data;
(b) For each k ∈ Z + , there exists a constant C k > 0 depending on the data and k such that 2 i,j=1
(c) For each i = 1 and 2, we have
(d) There exists a constant ν 2 > 0 depending only on the data such that and (4.2). More precise statement is given in the following lemma.
If, in addition, Ψ bd satisfies the compatibility condition
Then the linear boundary value problem (4.1)-(4.3) has a unique solution
for a constant C ♯ 1 > 0 depending only on the data and α.
Proof. The lemma is proved in three steps. Steps 2-3 are quite similar to that for [2, Proposition 4.1]. We give a brief sketch for these steps. One can refer to [2] for details.
Step 1. Define
for a smooth function χ(
It follows from (4.10) that Ψ * bd satisfies
(φ, Ψ) solves (4.1)-(4.3) if and only if (φ,Ψ) :
with boundary conditions (4.2) and
for all (ζ, ω) ∈ H where
with n out the outward unit normal of ∂N , then we call (φ,Ψ) the weak solution of the problem (4.12), (4.2), and (4.13). It is easy to see that the classical solution of (4.12), (4.2), and (4.13) must be a weak solution.
Using (a), (c) and (d) of Lemma 4.1 and Poincaré inequality yields that there exists a constant ν 3 > 0 depending only on the data to satisfy
for all (ζ, ω) ∈ H. This implies that the bilinear operator L : H × H → R is coercive. It is easy to see that
This means that L is a bounded bilinear functional on H × H. Furthermore, it follows from the trace inequality and Hölder inequalities that one can find a constant C depending only on the data to satisfy
for all (ζ, ω) ∈ H. From now on, the constant C depends only on the data and α, which may vary from line to line. Then Lax-Milgram theorem and Cauchy-Schwartz inequalities imply that there exists unique (φ,Ψ) ∈ H satisfying (4.14) and the estimate
Step 2. Combining (4.16), Hölder inequality, Sobolev inequality and Poincaré inequality
gives that the weak solution (φ,Ψ) ∈ H satisfies
Substitute ω = 0 into (4.14) and regard φ as a weak solution of
Then it follows from (4.16), (4.17) and method of reflection with respect to Γ w that one has Step 3. The scaling argument and Schauder estimate, together with (4.18), (4.19) , give Note that if W * ∈ P(M) and (z, q, s) satisfies |(z, q, s)| ≤ δ 0 /2, then it follows
and g(x, W * − W 0 , q, s, p ex ) are smooth with respect to (z, q, s), and they satisfy 22) for all x ∈ N where C depends only on the data. Here, F i , f i (i = 1, 2) and g are defined in (3.34), (3.35), (3.39) and (3.37).
. It follows from [16, 2, 4] that the boundary value problem ∆ψ =f 2 in N (4.23)
with boundary condition (3.19) has a unique solution
with the constants C ♯ 2 and C ♭ 1 depending only on the data and α. Set (F 1 ,F 2 ,f 1 ) = (F 1 , F 2 , f 1 )(x,Q), andg = g(x,ς,η,q, s) are well defined by (3.34), and g replaced byF,f 1 , andg, respectively has a unique solutions (Ψ, φ)
with the constant C ♭ 2 depending only on the data and α. Choose constants M 1 andσ as
so that (4.25) and (4.24) imply that U = (Ψ, φ, ψ) satisfies
Define an iteration mapping I W * by I W * (Ũ) = U. Then (4.27) implies that I maps K(M 1 ) into itself for any σ ≤σ.
given by (3.34), (3.35), (3.39) and (3.37) for
. Then the straightforward computations give
for a constant C depending only on the data and α. It follows from (4.24) and Lemma
that
where the constant C depends only on the data and α. Therefore,
where the constant C ♭ 3 depends only on the data and α. Finally, choose σ 5 to be
whereσ is defined in (4.26). Thus if σ < σ 5 , then the mapping I W * is a contraction mapping so that I W * has a unique fixed point in K(M 1 ). This also gives the unique existence of a solution to (3.43)-(3.44) with (3.47).
Proof of Theorem 2
In this section, we give the proof of Theorem 2. The stream function formulation plays an important role.
Proof of Theorem 2. To prove Theorem 2, it suffices to show that there exists unique The straightforward computations show that V defined in (3.48) satisfies
where the constant C ♭ 4 depends only on the data and α. Let C 0 be C * in (3.53) associated
Then Lemma 3.2 shows that (3.50) has a unique solution W satisfying (3.53). Thus the mapping (3.63) maps P(M) into itself.
Note that P(M) is convex and a compact subset of [C 1,
from (4.18) and (4.19) that one has
β,N ).
(5.4)
From now on, the constant C depends only on the data, β, µ, and N , which may vary from line to line. It follows from [16, Theorem 3.13] and the method of reflection that the difference of ψ (1) and ψ (2) satisfies
The straightforward computations give
Now we need to estimate
L µ 1 (N ) . For each j = 1 and 2, W (j) = W en • L (j) where L (j) is given by (3.59) associated with the vector field
Note that
β,N .
(5.9)
It follows from (3.57) and (3.59) that
for all x ∈ N , where w (j) is defined by (3.54) corresponding to V = V (j) and satisfies Furthermore, the direct computation gives
j) (x) for j = 1 and 2
Note that (3.61) gives
1 (x) V Furthermore, we have
1,β,N + W (1) − W (2) β,N ).
(5.18)
Combining the estimate (5.13)-(5.18) yields 
0,N + g (1) − g (2) β,N ≤ Cκ U (1) − U ). Then 
